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FLASH NEWS

■ SCM’S HUGE SUCCESS AT EUROBOIS 2020
Time to take stock of one of the first fairs in 2020 dedicated to wood machining. Eurobois proves to be
an increasingly important international event for the industry and the high number of visitors recorded by
SCM during the event is further confirmation of this. The Italian group's stand was one of the most visited at
the Lyon trade fair and even the figures recorded by the end of the event proved extremely positive. The
result in terms of orders, deals and contacts on every kind of product was important, proving how dynamic
the wood machining industry is. Once again, the Italian group demonstrated its internationally unique ability
to provide support to every kind of business in the sector, from large industries to artisans.
SCM also made its mark with various nominations for Eurobois awards and for the top quality of
innovation found in the wide range of technologies on show at the stand covering, more than 800 square
metres and one of the largest at the trade fair. The vast number of visitors came to find out about the latest
additions with demonstrations and in-depth explanations from the SCM experts: from the machining centres
for machining panels and solid wood to integrated solutions for surface treatments, right up to machines for
woodworking. Plenty of interest was also shown in the numerous application advantages offered by the
range of software and digital services.
The SCM stand also stood out from the crowd thanks to its extensive welcoming area: a decision
which in Lyon, as with other international trade fairs, shows SCM's ability to make the most of a trade fair as
an opportunity to meet, exchange ideas, forge relationships and listen to all the demands from woodworking
businesses.

Source:https://www.scmgroup.com/en/news-events/news/scm-s-huge-success-at-eurobois2020.n109805.html

■ TIMBERPLUS VENEER INVENTORY SOFTWARE- ABOUT US
BSS Business Software Solutions GmbH (BSS), are a Hamburg based Company. We have been
developing timber and veneer inventory software since 2000. A customer order was the origin of
TIMBERplus. Which is an individually adaptable software solution to support virtually all aspects of the
Veneer and wood industry. From purchasing logs in the forest, production, inventory, sales, invoicing and
anything in between. Customers benefit from our continous development of our Software, which in turn
reinforces their requirements for the Veneer and Timber trade.
We are a passionate team and enjoy creating the TIMBERplus Software. Above all we strive for the
best results for our customers. For that reason we extensively test our developments before implementing
them into your system.
We see ourselves as service providers and partners to our customers, advising and supporting them
with our expertise. In all our projects we offer our customers a solution that covers all aspects of a Project. At
the start of all projects, we conduct a review your current processes, so we are able to offer our experienced
advice on the optimisation and documentation of the internal procedures, supply of the hardware,
installation, training and continued support after the project is complete.
Working alongside our valued customers TIMBERplus has grown in the market and supports
customers in Europe, America, Australia, Africa and Asia, with dedicated German and English speaking
support.
We are also proud to be a sponsoring member of the IFN, please visit their website for more
details www.furnier.de/
Source: https://www.timberplus.com/timberplusaboutus/
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